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.-;-..  .. EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1.  The proposal for a decision to promote European pathways for work-linked training 
and apprenticeship has  a twofold objective:  · 
.  ·-
-.  to  define  the .content  and  tpe  common ·principles .  for·  periods  of training 
_undertaken in another Member State (called 'European pathways for work-linked 
training,  including apprenticeship')  aS  part of work-linked training when these 
periods are an integral part of  the training followed in the original Member Stat,e;  · 
- ' 
•  enhance the transparency and profile of these periods of training by means of a 
document known as  EUROPASS:-Training w'hose  content  arid  presentation are 
defined at the Community level and which will  atte.~t to tlie training and/or work 
experience obtained by the beneficiaries in another Member State. 
2.  The proposal for a decision was adopted by the Commission on 12 November 1997 
·  imd  was forwarded  to  the  Council,  the  European Parliament,  the  Economic  and 
·social Committee and the Committee ofthe Regions-on 9 January 1998.  · 
3.  The Economic and Social Committee delivered its opinion on 29 Aprill998 and the 
Committee ofthe Regions on 12 March 1998. · 
4 ..  Four  EuroJ?ean  Parliament  Committees  - the  Committee  on  Culture,  Youth; 
Education  and  the  Media;  the  Committee  on  Budgets;  the  Committee  on · 
Employment and Social Affairs;  and  the  Committee on Economic  and Monetary 
Affairs  and  Industrial-· .Policy  - produced  an  opinion  with  the  ~ol111liittee  on 
Erriployment and Social Affairs acting a5 the committee responsible. The opiniori of 
the European Parliam_ent was delivered oh30 April1998.  . / 
5.  The  European. Parliament  has  proposed  29  amendments,  Z6  of which  can  be 
accepted by the Commission and· these bring an improvement to the proposal for a 
~ci~oo:  · 
•  the 3:IDendments seeking to  highlight the role of the SMEs and craft industry in  -
the  development  of work-linked  training  and.  apprenticeship  in  Europe  -the 
specific features of  these' companies mean they have different requirements- a,rid 
also the role ofthe social partners and other-partners in. apprenticeship; 
· •  amendments seeking to  guarantee a good flow of information and moreeffective .· 
support for the European pathways_ as  they develop, particularlx, with regard to · 
he_alth, safety at work, languages, to name but a few considerations; · · 
•  amendments  stressing  the  voluntary  nature  of ·the  implementation  of  the 
. European- pathways;  the  Commission  is  aware  of the  diversity  of policies, 
systems  and  approaches  on  work-linked  training  which  e~ist in  the  Member 
States  and this proposal for a decision in no way seeks to alter the organisation or 
the contents of  Member States' systems and arrangements with regard to training. 
These_ European pathways are voluntary and ~e  not restricted to. those benefiting_ 
from a mobility grant under Community education and training programm·es ·  aiJ.d 
initiatives.  -6.  By contrast, two amendments cannot be accepted, nor can part of  a third: 
•  The amendment seeking to establish a minimum duration (" ... this period should 
not be less than  three months  in  totaf') may generate problems  for  achieving 
European pathways (amendment 19 to Article 2, point 4). 
·The European pathways cannot. be restricted to  study visits and/or a cultural visit. 
We have to be· sure that these are really good quality training· periods. This is why 
· the Commission is proposing that the duration be significant and be strictly linked to 
the objectives· of the European pathway and the skil_ls to be acquired, all matters to 
be specified before embarking on the Euro~ean  pathway and as part of  a partnership 
established between the original partner, the host partner and the beneficiarY.  The 
diversity of systems from one Member State to another, the specific characteristics 
of branches and  t~e very marked differences between durations which have been 
suggested  to  us  during  discussions  fu  the. European  institutions  show  .that 
establishing  a minimum  duration  could prove ·a  problem  and  even  introduce  an 
element of  inflexibility with regard to the achievement of  the European pathways. 
• _ The amendment proposing that "The Commission shall also produce an annual 
quaiitative analysis ofvocatit:?nal demand so that the national vocational training 
plans may be adjusted to actual market requirements and young people may thus 
.  ' 
have a greater chance, wjth sought-after qualifications, of  finding employment in 
the  European  labour markef' cannot  be accepted  either because  it  calls  into 
question the principle of subsidiarity. Moreover,  a number of countries do not 
have a ''national training plan" (amendment 29 to Article 6(3)(a)). 
•  Lastly, amendment 28  can be accepted only in part."' The addition made by the 
European Parliament to the text of  the proposal for a decision and which specifies-
that "The proportion of  the Community contribution shall be no less than 50%" 
runs  counter to  the  gUidelines  set  out  in  the  Commission  proposal .on  the 
implementation of  the instrument (Article 7).  - . 
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Amended Proposal for a Council Decision on the promotion of  European pathways for,  work~linked  training, including apprenticeship 
COM (97) S72 final  -·  .  I  Amended propos~! · 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,  ··  .  THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, arid in  Having regru;dto the.Tr~aty establishing the European Community, an~  in 
particular Article >127 thereqf,,  I  ·  particular Article 127 thereof,  .  · 
. Having regard to the proposal from the Commission 1,  .  Having regard to the proposal fro~  the Co_Iniil.ission 
1
,  . .  . 
.  . · .  .  · .  .  ~..  2  ,Having regard to the opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee
2
, 
Ha~10g  .regard _to the op~mon  of  the Econor~uc and S_ocial  ~ommittee •  Acting in accordance with the procedirre laid doWil in ArtiCle 189c of  the 
_  Act10g 10 accordance wtth_the procedure.laid down 10 Article 189c of  the  ,  Treaty in cooperation with the European Parliamene 
Treaty in cooperation with the European Parliament3,  · 
/  I  . 
1  ..  Whereas the Treaty gives the Community the task of  illlplementing a 
vocational training policy to support and supplement the action of 
Member States while fully respecting their responsibility in particular by 
promoting the mobility of  persons in training, especially young peqple, 
excluding any harmonization of  the Jaws and regulations of  the Member 
States; 
2.· Whereas the Council, by Decision. 63/266!EEC4', established the gen~ral · 
principles for implement1ng a common. voc.ational training polic;y, notably 
by the second principle; whereas by Decision 94/819/ECS, it adopted the 
Leonardo da Vinci -programme for implementing a Community vocational . 
training policy; 
3. Whereas the Florence European Council stressed the importance of 
apprenticeship for the creation ofjobs. a sentiment echoed by the 
Commissi~n  in its communication "Promoting apprf!nticeship in 
OJ C ... of  .... .1997, p. 
.  I 
2  OJ C ... of .... .1997, p. 
'\ 
1.  Whereas the Treaty gives the Community the task of  implementing a 
·vocational training policy to support and supplement the action of  Member 
States while fully respecting their responsibility in particular by promoting 
the mobility of  persons in training, especially young people, excluding any 
. harmonization of  the laws and regulations of  the Member States;  · 
_, 
2.  Whereas the CounciJ, by Decision 63/266/EEC", established the general 
principles for im~le~enting a common ~o~ational traininf ~olicy' notably 
by the second pnnciple; whereas by Decision 94/819/EC , It adopted the  . 
Leonardo da Vinci programme for implementing a Community vocatiqnal 
training policy; · ' 
3~  Whereas the Florence European Council asked the Commission  to· 
examine the relationship between apprentiCeship and employability and · 
. whereas ibis relationShip was shown to be beneficial.by the Coffilllission in 
3.  Opinion of  the 'European Parliament of .. .-.1997 (OJ C), common position of the  C~uncil of ..... 1997 '(OJ C) and Decision of the European Parliament of ......  :~ 1997 (OJ 
4 
5 
~- .  .  . 
OJ 63, 20.4.1963, p.  1338. 
OJ L 340,-29.12.1994, p. 8. 
~ ·, ~ 
I. 
Europe"6; 
4.  Whereas the Council Resolution of 18 December 19797 on work-linked 
training advocated that the Member States should encourage the 
development of  effective links between training and work experience; 
whereas that cominitment is reiterated in the Council Resolution of 
5 December 19948 on the quality and attractiveness ofvocatio~al 
education and training which stresses the importance of  work-linked 
training and the need to step up periods of  vocational training in other 
Member States and to integrate those periods into national vocational 
training programmes; 
5.  Whereas the Commission's White Paper "Teaching and learning: 
to1fards the learning society"9 stresses the need for cooperation between 
6 
7 
8 
9 
schools and the business sector;  · 
COM(97) 300 fmal. 
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its communication "Promoting apprenticeship in Europe"
6
; 
4.  Whereas  the  Special  European Council on employment in  LuxemboUrg 
recognised the crucial role played by small and medium-sized undertakings 
in the creation oflonHenn emnlovment; 
5.  Whereas work-linked training in micro undertakings and in the craft sector 
ahd  especially  apprenticeship  are  successful  instruments  for  intejUatjng 
young people into the labour market because they enable youug people to 
acquire the necessary skills to establish. in their turn. undertakings of this 
type or to help re..Yive them:  · 
6.  Whereas the Council Resolution of 18 December 1979 'on work-linked 
training advocated that the Member States should encourage the 
development of  effective links between training and work experience; 
whereas that commitment is reiterated in the Council Resolution of 
5 December 1994
8 on the quality and attractiveness of  vocational 
· education and training which stresses the importance ofwork-linked. 
training and the need to step up periods of  vocational training in other 
Member States and to  -~tegrate those periods into national vocational 
training programmes; 
7.  Whereas the Commission's White Paper "Teaching and learning: towards 
the learning society"
9 stresses the need for cooperation between schools 
and the business sector; whereas the "1998 employment guidelines" 
annexed to the Council Resolution of 15 December 199710 call on the 
Member States to improve the employment prospects of  young people by 
equipping theii,l with skills relevant to the. labour market and whereas to 
this end the Council calls on the Member States to implement to devel~p ----------------~---~-~~ 
~ 
\ 
·  6.  Whereas training establishments and the business sector are 
co~plementary forums fbi- the acquisition of  general, technic~} and sociai 
knowledge and skills; whereas in this connection, work-linked training, 
including apprenticeship: makes a significant contribution to more 
effective social and occupational integration of  young people iii jobs and 
on the employnient market and can bring bC:mefits to various target 
publics and to various levels ofteaching am~  training, including higher 
education where students have a contract of  paid empl~yment; 
7.  Whereas individual transnational mobility aid for young people in work-
linked training, including apprenticeship, provided for by Community. 
programmes and initiatives, particularly the Leonardo da Vinci 
programme, ~hould  t?e complemented by specific resources assembled; in 
cooperatio~ with Member States; to implement a system of  mutual 
inforniation and.coordi,nation for the implementation of 
"European pathways"; 
. 8.  'Whereas,  .in order to ensuie quality training which can cater 
simultaneously for the requirements of  individuals, lar~e enterprises and 
SMEs, and society in general, it is important for work-linked training, 
including apprenticeship, to comply with common approaches, 
particularly with regard to teaching, organization and foll()w-up. arid with 
apprenticeship trairii!lg schemes; 
8.  Whereas training establishments and the business sector are .  · 
complementary forum$ for the acquisition of  general, technical and social 
lmowledge and skills; whereas in this connection, work-linked training,  · 
including apprenticeship, makes a significant contribution to mor~ 
effective social and occupational integration ofyo1mg people in jobs and 
on the employrilept market  and can bring benefits to various target publics 
and to various levels of  teaching and training, including higher education 
where students h~ve a contract of  paid employment;  , 
9,  Whereas individual transnational mobility aid for'young people in work-
linked  training,  including  apprenticeship,  pro~ided .·for  by  Community 
programmes  and  itiitiatives,  _particularly . the  Leonard9  da  Vinci 
programme,  should,  bearinK  · in  mind  the  .  sharp  disparities  · in  the 
development  of  the · various  national  ·work-linked  tiaininK  schemes 
includin~ ' apprenticeship.  be . complem~ted  by . specific  resources'' 
·assembled; .in~  cooperation with. Member States and with the social 
partners-at various levels, to implement a  system of mutual inforniation 
and coordination for the implementation of  "European pathways"; 
lO.WhereaS, amODK the various t,xpesofyocational trainin~ ayailable, mater. 
emphasis  shoul<;l  be  given  to  aP,prenticeships  in  future  .  education  and 
vocational  training ·programmes ·taking  ste.ps  in  particular  to  promote 
transnational mobilitY for aoorentices;  · 
ll.Wbereas In this context the EURES system could facilitate the finding and 
dissemination  of infonnation. on  work-linked  trairiin~  QIWOrtunities  in 
another Member State;  ·.:  ·  .  ·  · 
· 12.  Whereas, in order to ensure, in the context of  transnational mobility, 
quality training which can cater simultaneously for the requirements of 
,individuals, industzy,  SMEs; and the craft sector and society ~n general, it is 
important for work-linked training, including apprenticeship, to c9mply with 
common procedures within the fr*mework of  an establis~ed partnership with J 
I  .  . 
··  reKard to relations between the training establislunent and the company; · 
whereas in this connection, where Member States' systems envisa"e an 
element of  mobility within a period of  work-linked training, they should 
lay down appropriate measures so that those concerned can benefit from a 
common system of  recognition for the completion of  that period of 
training; 
9.  Whereas it is important to ensure the quality ofsuch periods of 
transnational mobility and Member States have a particular responsibility 
in this area; whereas, moreover, in view of  the Cornrilission's 
COmmunication "Incorporating equal opportunities for women and men 
into all Community policies and actions"  11, it is important to make sure 
that due account is taken of  equal opportunities in the participation in 
"European pathways" and app~opriate measures must be taken to that 
end·  ·  ·  . 
' 
lO.Whereas the Commission, in cooperation with the relevant bodies in the 
Member States, has the task of  ensuring overall consistency in the 
· implementation of  this Decision with. Community programmes ~nd 
initiatives in education and vocational training; wh~eas  it js necessazy to 
11  COM(96) 67 fmal. 
the host partner, particularly with regard to teaching, organization and co-
ordination, and wit~  regard to relations. between the training establislunent and 
the company; whereas in this connection, where Member States' systems 
allow for an element of  mobility within 'a period of  work-linked training in 
another Member State of  the Community, the~ should lay down appropriate 
measures so that those concerned can benefit from a common system of 
recognition, for the completion of  that period of  training;  · 
13.Wbereas  the. trainee  should  be  adequately  prepared  for  a·  prood  of 
mobility, particularly in term of knowledge of the health and safety risks 
and procedures of  the worlq)lace in wbich he/she is going to be trained and 
basic . language  knowledge  of  the · host  countzy,  assiStance  with 
accommodation. accessibility of  expenses and wages sothat they can enjoy 
the exoerience_ill trainine: in full:  . 
14.Wbereas in the context of  micro-undertakings and the craft sector, the role 
of the teaching mentor may be assumed by the master craftsman, whereas 
in this connection specific teaching measures are advisable to enable the 
mentor to perform his tasks; 
.li..  Whereas it is important to ensure the quality of  sue~  periods of 
·  transnational mobility and Member States have a particular responsibility 
in this area; whereas, more~ver, in view of  the Commission's 
Communication "Incorporating equal opportunities for women and men 
into all Community policies and actions"
11
, it is important to make sure 
that due account is taken of  equal opportunities in the participation in 
"European pathways'  ... and appropriate measures must be taken to that end; 
wbereas in this respect, equality of  opportunity to participate should be· 
irrespective of  gender, race. relgion or disability:  · 
16.Whereas the Commission, with the support ofthe competent bodi~s in the 
Me.mber States, has the task of  ensuring overall consistency and synergy in 
the implementation of  this Decision with Con1munity progra:rnrlles and  . 
· initiatives in education and vocational training; whereas the Commission in ~-
monitor the implementatio~ ofthis Decision on a permanent basis; 
II.  Whereas in accordance with-the principle of  subsidiarity and the principle 
of  proportionality as setout in Article 3b of  the Treaty, the objectives of 
the action envisaged for the promotion of  the ,Puropean pathways for 
.. work-linked training, including apprenticeship, cannot be sufficiently 
Implemented by the Member States in so fat as such promotion and the 
setting up of  a Community information document require coordinated 
action at Commurtity level o~  the basis of  common content and can 
therefore best be implemented at Community level because of  the 
extreme·diversity of  training systems and structures in the 
M~mber  S~tes; whereas this Decision is limited to the minimum 
requirements to achieve those objectives and does not go beyond what is 
necessary to ·that end, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:·  .. 
Article 1 
Objectives. 
'  .  . 
1.  This Decision sets out the content and the common principles applying to 
the implementation of  "~uropean  pathways for work-linked training, 
·inCluding apprenticeship'; (''European.pathways")._ 
2.  This Decision establishes certificati~n  knoWn as '~EUROP  ASS-training" · 
to attest at Community 'level to the. period or periods of  training followed 
by a person undergoing work-linked trainiJ?-g, including apprenticeship, in 
co-operation· with the Member States and the ·soCial partners must monitor 
· the implementation ~f  this Decision on a permanent basis;  · 
'  ' 
· 17.are  Whereas  tbree ·years  from  the  enn:Y  into  force_  of this  Decision  an 
assessment should ·be ·made of its· impact together with a reyiew of the 
experience  gained  in  implementing  the  "European  pathways".  to  See 
wliether corre_cthre or suooort measures  are need~d; 
18.Wli~as  this action forms part of  the overall fr  .  .  . 
relatmg tq the_Euro.pe ofK.nowledge:  .  JIDework of  the programme 
· 19.Whereas. in accordance with the principle ofsubsidiarity and the principle 
.  of  proportionality as setout in Article 3b of  the Treaty, the objectives of 
the action envisaged for the' promotion ofthe European pathways for work-
. linked trai~ing, including apprenticeship, cannot be sufficiently 
. implemented by the Member States in so far as such promotion and the'. 
. setting up of  a Community information document require. coordinated 
..  action at Community level on the basis ·of_common content and can  .. 
therefore be.st be implemented at Community l~vel because of  the extreme' . 
diversity of  training. systems and s~ctures  in the Member States; whereas 
this Decision is limited to the minimum requirements to achieve those ·  ·  ·~ 
objectives and does not go beyond what is necessary to that end, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
Objectives 
1  .• ' This Decisi9n sets out the content and the commori 'principles applying to.  . 
the implementation of  "European pathways for work-liliked training,  . 
including appren.ticeship" ("European pathways") and determines who is 
responsible for the various aspects of  their implementation. . 
2.  This Decision establishes certification known as "EUROPASS-1;raining" to 
. attest.at Community level to theperiod or periods oftraining foliowed by a 4) 
a  Member State other tha.il that in·\vhich he or she is  being trained. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
For the purposes of  this Decision, and taking account of  the differences 
which exist between the systenis and provisions for work-linked training,  · 
including apprenticeship, in the Member States, the following definitions 
shall apply: 
~ 
1.  "European pathway" means any period of  vocational training pursued 
by a person in a Member State (host Member State) other than the one 
(Member State of  provenance) where the person is following his or her 
· work-linked training in the context of  the said training; 
2.  "person in work-linked training" means any person in vocational 
·.training, irrespective of  level and including higher education, leading to a 
diploma or a qualification recognized by the competent authorities of  the . 
Member State concerned, and Involving structured periods of  work-linked 
training irt a training establishment and in a company as separate and. 
complementary places oftraining whatever the person's status as  regards 
work contract, apprenticeship contract; schOol  o~  student status; 
3.  "teaching mentor" means any person in a company-ora training 
establishment, who, for the purposes of  work-linked training, has the task 
of  assisting, informing, guiding and providing effective monitoring of 
people in training durin~ their period in the company during the 
person undergoing work-linked training, including apprenticeship; iri a. 
Member-State other th3n that-in which he or she is being trained  . 
.  .L  Participation in the "Euro.pean pathWaY's and use of  this certification shall 
be voluntary.  The certification shall be used in connectiOn with 
partnerships within the meanin~: of  Article 3.  This Decision shall not 
establish any rildlts other than those set out below. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
For the purposes of  this Decision, and taking account of  the differences which 
exist between the systems and provisions for work-linked training, including 
apprenticeship, in the Member States, the following defmitions shall apply: 
1.  "Eur9pean pathway" ineans any period of  vocational training pursued·by 
a person in a Member State (host Member State) other than the one 
(Memb~;r  State of  provenance) where the person is following-his or her 
work-linked training· in the co:qtext of  the said training; 
2.  "person in work-linked training" means any person of  any  a~:e in 
vocational training, irrespective of  level and including higher education, 
leading to a diploma or a qualification recognized by the competent 
authorities of  the Member State coQc~ed,  and involving structured 
periods of  work-linked training in a tra~ing establishment and in a 
company as separate. and complementary places of  training whatever the . 
persori's·status as regards work contract, apprenticeship contract, school ot 
.student status; 
.l.  "teachingnientor'.' nieans'any person: in a company or a· training. 
establlshment, who, for the purposes of  work-linked training, has the task' 
of  assisting; informing, guiding and providing effective monitoring of 
peopl~ in training during their period in: the company during .the "European· --------- ··- -------
-- 0 
_  ''European·1pathway";, 
'  ·'  / 
4~  "sigltificant duration~' means a duration of  work-linked training 
completed in· another Member State and considered:jointly by the parties 
concerned to contrioute to the .overall, high-quality, training: pathway;_ 
-5.  "EUROPASS-traihlng" means a document establishing that  the holder 
has completed one or. more periods ofwork-linked.training, including 
apprenticeship, ·iri another Member State un~er·the~conditions defmed in 
this Decision;·  ·  · 
~- "host  partner" is the organiZation responsible for the "European 
pathway" in the host Member State (enterprise, training establishment or 
centre, etc.). 
Article 3 
'  .  . 
Content_and common principl~s 
1.  where Member States provide in their vocational training. system for 
work:-linked 'training including an element of  ~obility in another Member 
State, _they .shall adopt the necessary. measures so that those persons in 
training concerned can benefit from "European pathways"~ 
'  . 
2.  The-"Europeanpathways" shall be an integralpart'ofthe training' 
followed in the Member State of  provenance. 
3.  A partnership between the ·organiZation responsible for the t:r;aining in the 
-Member State of  provenance and the host partner in the otl)er Member 
-_State shall define the content, th~ objectives in terms·of competences, the 
duration as well as the practicalities of  monitoring the "European 
pathways". 
.  ' 
--4.  The "European pathways" shall be monitored· and supervised by a 
teaching mentor-in' the host partner, account being taken :in' this regru;d of 
the capacity of  SMEs and crafts to·provide such monitoring.· 
( 
- ,.  , - .  .  ose  tlie mentor Sliall'actclOsely wjtb·the.  ,, -
pathway,  ; for thJ.s ~w:p ;  ·  .- -- ki  . art in··th¢ "Eirro.pean pathway  '  -Competenct professtonal bodtes tLn~  p 
'4:  "significant duration" means a· duration:of'work-linked' training -
completed in another Member· State and considered jointly by the p~ies, 
concerned to contribute to the overall; high:-quality, trafuing pathway; 
5.  "EUROPASS-training" means a document estabitshing that the holder  ,  ·_ 
has completed orteor more periods of  work-linked training, irtcluding 
apprenticeship;,fu another Member'State under the conditions-defined·iri· 
this Decision;  ·  ·  ·  · 
6;  "hostpartner" is-the organization responsible for the "Eilropean pathway" 
in the host M~mber  State (enterprise, training establishmertt or centre, 
'etc.).· 
Article 3 
Content and common principles 
l. Where Member States illlmY in their vocational training syslem for work,;, 
linked training mcluding an element ofmobility in artother Member State, 
they shall adopt the necessary, measures so that those persons'in,training in 
another Member State can benefit from "European pathways" in 
accordance with the applicable labour and social security standards. 
2. ,  The "European pathways" shall ,be an integral part of  the training foll,owed 
in t11e Member State of  provenance, and shall not be used-as a riieans·ofjob 
substitution in the Member State ofproyenauce. 
3.  A partnership-between the,organizationre~ponsible for the· training in the 
· Member State of  proyenance and the host partner in the other Member 
State shall define the content, the objectives in terms of  competences; the 
duration as wellas the practicalities of  monitoring the "European 
_pathways".  · 
4  .. The. ''European pathways" shall be monitored and supervised by a teaching 
.·  ...... , - ....... 
5.  The·"Europe~n  pathways" shall be of  significant d,uration. 
6.  The "Euro.peau pathways" shall be certified as such by the organization 
responsible for the training in the Member State of  provenance in 
accordance with Article 4. 
Article 4 
"EUROPASS-training" 
1.  A record of  achievement, "EUROP  ASS-training", shall be issued to all 
persons completing a "European pathway". It  shall have the foim of  a · 
·Community information document, the.contents and presentation of 
which are described in the Annex. 
2.  EUROP  ASS-training shall: 
a)  set out precisely the type of  vocational training followed within which the 
"European pathway" was completed as well as the final qualification or 
diploma according to the rules and arrangements in force in the Member 
State of  provenance; 
b)  specify that the said  '"European pat~way" is an integral part of  the 
training undertaken in the Member State of  provenance; 
c)  show the content of  the "European pathway" specifying the skills 
acquired during the work experience or training; 
d)  indicate the duration of  the "European path.way" organized by the host . 
partner during the work experience or training;  ' · 
e)  identify the host partner; 
f)  indicate the qualifications of  the teaching mentor; 
mentor in the host partner, account being taken in this regard of  the 
capacity of  SMEs and crafts to provide such monitoring. 
' 
5.  The "European pathways" shall be of  signific.ant duration. 
6.  The "EUROPASS-Training" shall be certified as such by the· organization 
responsible  for  the  training  in  the  Member . State  of provenance  in 
accordance with Article 4. 
Article 4 
"EUROPASS-ttaining" . 
1.  A record of  achievement, "EUROP  ASS-training", shall be issued to all 
persons completing a "European pathway". It shall have the form of  a . 
Community information document, the contents and presentation of  which 
·are described in the Annex. 
2.  EUROPASS-training shall: 
a)  set out precisely the type of  vocational training followed.within which the 
"European pathway" was completed as well as the final qualification or.  . 
diploma according to ~e  rules and arrangements in force in the Member State 
of  provenance; 
b)  specify that the said ''European pathway" is an integral part of  the training 
undertaken in the Member State of  provenance; 
c)  show the content of  the "European pathway" specifying the skills acquired 
during the work experience or training; 
d)  indicate the duratioq of  the "European pathway" organized by the host 
partner during the work experience ,or .training; 
e)  identify the host partner; 
I 
f)  indicate the qualifications of  the teaching mentor; ·fb 
.··· 
· g)  be issued. by the body responsible for the vocational training followed by 
the person concerned in the Member State of  provenance; it shall also be· 
signed by that Member State, the host partner and by the person concerned  .. 
3.  The provisions concerning "EUROPASS-traininif shall also apply when 
the ''European pathway" includes a series of  training periods in several 
Member States.  .  .  ·  .  . 
Articl~ 5 
Consistency and  complementarity 
The Commission, i~ compliance with the procedmes and resources of  the 
Community programmes and initiatives in education and vocational ~ainiri:g, 
shall ensure overall consistency between the implementation of  thi~ Decision 
.  and those program~es  an4 initiatives. 
1. 
2. 
Article6 
Support and accompanying measures 
The Commission shall be responsible for the production, and 
appropriate diffusion and mortitoring:ofthe "EUROPASS-training" in.· 
close cooperation with the Member States. To this end, each Member 
State shall designate a body for.coordination and ,implemention at 
national level in close cooperation with the social partners as well as 
representative organizations for work-linked training.' 
E~ch  Memb~  State shall make the necessary arrangements and take 
the necessary measures to: 
(a) ·  allow quality control as well as qualitative evaluation of  the 
·actions implemented, 
and 
(b)  facilitate equal opportunities, in particular by raising the 
awareness-ofthe mentors in  that respect. 
g) be issued by the body responsible for the vocational training (ollowed by 
the person concerned in the Member State· of  provenance; it shall also be 
signed by that Member State; the host partner a~d  by the-person concerned. 
3.  .  The provisions  concerni~g "EUROPASS-training" shall also apply when 
the  "Eurppean pathway"  includes  a  series  of training  periods  in  several · 
Member States. 
·Article 5 _ 
Consistency· and complementarity 
The Commission,  in compliance with the  proc~durc;:s  · and resources of the  .. 
Community programmes and initiatives.  in. education and. vocational training, 
shall ensure overall consistency and syner~ between the implementation· of 
thi.s Decision and those programmes and initiatives.  '  ·  . 
1. 
2. 
Article 6 
Support and accompanying measures 
The Cpmmission shall co..:ordinate the measures tO supervise and 
eyaluste the "European pathways" implemented under the Decision and 
shall be responsible for the··setting.:.up ' and appropriate diffusion and ~ 
monitoring ofthe "EUROPASS-training" in close cooperation with the 
-Member States. To this end, each Member State shall designate one or 
more bodies  for coordination and implemention at nationallevei in 
close cooperation with the social partners as well as representative ·. 
organizations for work-linked training. 
Each Member State shall make the necessary arrangements and· take the · 
necessary measures to:  . 
(a)  allow quality control'aswell as qualitative evaluation of  the 
·  actions implemented, .  · 
and 
(b)  ·  facilitate equal opportunities,·  in particular by raising the· 
awareness ofthe mentors ~nd  training partners in that respect. 
. (c)  facilitate the provision to trainees of guidance regarding health and 
safetrrisks and procedures of  the hosting Member St~tejri 
the workplace.  -
.  ' - IN 
') 
3.  In close cooperation with the Member States, the Commission shall set I 3. 
up a mutual coordination and information system. 
In cl9se cooperation with the Member States, the Commission shall set 
up a  mutual coordination and information system in order to promote 
the implementation of  the "European pathways".  In particular. it shall 
encoura~e the dissemination of  information on work)linked training 
opportunities in the Member states of  the Community and the 
establishment of  partnerships. 
4.  Within three years of  the entry into force of  this Decision the 
· Commission shall submit to. the Council and the European Parliament a 
report on its imp~ementation, evaluate the impact of  the Decision on the 
promotion of  mobility in work-linked training, including 
apprenticeship, and propose any supplementary measures needed in 
order to make it more effective. 
Article 7  I  Article 7 
·Financing 
The resources needed to implement Article 6(1) and (3) shall be coyered by 
the general budget of  the European Union within ~financial  perspective. 
Article 8 
· Applicability 
This Decision shall apply from 1 January 2000. 
,Article 9 
Addressees 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Fina  ..  cing 
The resources needed to implement Article 6(1) and (3) shall be jUanted by 
· the budgetary authority within the annual budgetary procedUre and within the 
financial perspective. 
Article 8 
Applicability 
This Decision shall apply from l January 2000. 
Article 9 
Addressees 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. - ~ 
I 
ANNEX 
_  "E  URO PASS-training·" 
,: Description of  the document 
The document is in the form of  a report book {format AS). 
It consists of  six sheets in addition to the cover sheet. 
On the front cov~r  will appear: 
•  the term "EUROPASS-training" 
•  the logo of  the European Community 
- -- Inside front cover 
' Gerieral.descriptiO(l of  the "EUROPASS-tra!ning~: record of  achievement (in the .language Of the holder). 
This· Community information document known as "EUROPASS-:training'~ is established in accordance With Decision_ 98/.~  .  ./CE concerning the 
·implementation of''European pathways for work-linked training and apprenticeship".  ·  ·  · 
.  '  \  - .  '  '  - . 
/' 
:-Its purpose (in accordance with Article 2 ·cifthe Decision) ·is to stand as a record .ofachievement:during the period(s) of-training completed by a you,ng person 
· .  in work-linked training.andlor apprenticeship in a Member State other than the one in .which,he/she isur,tdertaking his training; 
•  •  •  r  •  • 
. Page 1, side 1 . 
:.  Particulars of  the holder (in the holder's language)  . 
. The different headings will be gi~en in the·, other C<;>mmunity languages on .the inside back  cover page  . 
. P~ge 1,-·side 2 
·\..  __  _ 
·European pathway 1  .  . 
, (laQgUC;lge cifthe Or!j~inal estlblis~ment) 
~\. (a)  vocational training followed an·d 'qualification of  diploma to which it gives rise; 
(b)  this "European pathway" is an integral part of  the training followed; 
. (c)  'content of  the "European pathway" and skills acquired during the w,ork experience or training; · · 
(d)  duration of  the "European pathway"; 
(e)  details of  the host partner (training centre and/or company);  . 
(t) ·  qualification·s of  the teaching mentor;  , 
(g)  joint signature of  the original training body, the. host partner and the person concerned. 
Page 2, side 1 
European pathway 1  , 
·'  repeat of  the details given on page 1, side 2, in the language of  the host partner. 
Page 2, side 2 
European pathway 1 
repeat of  the details given on page .1, side 2, in the-language of  the holder if  different from that used on page 1. 
Pages 3, sides 1 and 2, page 4, side l  - ~  European pathway 2 (if  appropriate). 
Page 4, side 2, page 5, sides 1 and 2 
Europf!an pathway 3 (if  appropriate). FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
I.  Trru:  OF ACriON 
Promotion or European pathways for work-linked tr~jning and apprenticeship 
2.  BUDGET LINE 
B3-l  020 :Social  dialogue  action _and  -and  preparatory  measures-_ to  strengthen 
cooperation in the field of  vocational training.  · 
3.  LEGAL BASE 
Article 127 of  the Treaty 
Council DeCision No 98/. ... IEEC of  ........  ·.  - . 
4.  DESCRIPTION OF ACTION 
4.1.  General objective 
The action -proposed by the Parliament and  the Council Decision· aims to promote 
European pathways for work-linked training and apprenticeship (hereinafter referred. 
to. as  ~'European pathways")  and  to  grarit  a  documented. record·  of achievement 
_  ("EUROPASS") to the participants of  these "Europea~  pathways".  ' 
4.2.  Period covered and arrangements for renewal or extension_ 
Ongoing _operation to be launched on 1 January 1999; 
5.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE. 
5.1  DNo.-·· 
5.2  CD 
6. ·  .TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 
The expenditure comprises: 
those subventions for the-co-financing with. other private and  publi~ sector sources: 
(subventions of the Resource Centres  designated  by the Member  St(ltes  for  the 
·production and diffusion of EUROPASS, subventions for organizing-events in  the 
I\.tember States and  at  the Cortunuruty level in  sup'port -of tqe action.  The rate of · 
Community  sul:,>ventions  can  be  up -to  SO%. · 1  ooro  subventions  for  Studies  and 
experts' work contributing to the development of,a common approach, par:tictilarly 
with regard to evaluation and forthe design of  the attestation ofEUROPASS.  . 7.  FINANCIAL IMPAC.T 
7.1.  Method of  cal~tdating total cost ofoperat~on (definition of unit costs) 
The following parameters will be used: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
cost· of  designing the"EURO~ASS'': ECU 100 000;_ 
cost  of producing  the  "EUROPASS"  in  the  Member  States,  1.e.  100 000 
copies at a unit cost of  ECU 3  =  ECU 300 000 (for a  full  year); 
cost of supporting the organi~ation of networks and the dissemination of the  · 
"European  pathways;,  and  the  EUROPASS  at  the  cost  of ECU-30.000 
per Member St~te = ECU 450 ·ooo;  · 
·  cost  of actions  (notably  conferences)  for  support  and  awareness~raising 
and evaluation  at .ECU  20 000  per _Member  State  (= ECU  300 000)  plus 
two Community-level  conferences  (=ECU  50 000  x  2)  making ·a  total  of 
ECU 400 000;  .  .  . 
cost of  experts' studies and work: ECU 100 000. 
Thus, in  a full  year the cost is  estirna_ted  at  ECU  1.250  ~iUion for establishing the 
certification  of EUROPASS  for  the  first  year  ( 1999).  On  the  other  h~uid  a 
substantial increase in the numbers ofEUROPASS ·required is anticipated in the first 
two years (I 00 000 in  1999 and 200 000 in 2000}  ·  · 
'  '.  -
7.2.  Itemized breakdown of cost 
EC in ECU million (at current prices) 
Budget  2904 and 
Breakdown  2000  2001  2002  2003  subsequent  . Total 
year 
1999  years 
..  .  .. 
- Document design  0.100  0.100 
- Production and  0.100  0.200  0.300  0.300  ·0.300  '0.300  1.500 
distribution 
- Support for  0.450  0.450  0.450  0.450  0.450  0.450  2.700 
setting up 
networks and for . 
•. 
distribution  .. 
- Conferences to  0.400  0.400  0.400  o.4po  0,400  0.400 - .  . 2.400 
raise awareness 
- Experts' \vork  O.JOO·  0.100  0.100  0.100.  0.100  0.100  0.600 
Total  1.150  1.!50  1.250  1.250  1.250  1_.250  7.300 .. 
i ~~~,  ()p('r~tion~!l  expenditure- on  stu~ies~  e:tper:ts,,  etc.  included-in  part  B  oJ · 
the ~~1dget ·. 
EC irt ~CU  milli9(l  (a~  ~urre_nt  p.ri~s) ·  . 
.. 
"'  ..  '• ..  ' 
1999  2000 .. 2001  "  2Q02  2003'  . 2004 and  Total-
•···· 
subsequent .  . 
- vears 
Si1Jpies 
"'  ..  ·~  -. 
0.050 
- ·o.ooo  O:OO(f  o·.ooo ···  0.000.  : o.qqq:  "9~05,Q- ·- '  .. 
Exp~rts  .. 
m~ings  0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  0.300  -
·r  •- ~  .. '. 
- Co!lfen.:l1CC! and ~~ngress  ·o.too  . 0.050  0.050  0.05,0  0.050  0.050  - 0.3.50 
' 
- Information and  0.050  0.950  0.05()  0.050  O.Q50·  0.050  0}00 
"  .. . \' 
-p~1bl  \~tions 
..  ..  --- .  ,.  ..  --- ..  ·•· 
Total 
J  0.250  0.150  0.150- 0.150  0.1'50  (~.150  1.990 
-:..- - - - . ..  ..  "'  ...  . ..  . - .  ..  - --
7.4.  Indicat~v~  -s~~t:~ule ~f  =tppr~priati~ns  .. 
EC in ECU  ~illion  (~t. current. prices) 
1900  . ·.2000  '2001  2Q02'  2003  1004-·and  TO:tar· :·· 
subsequent 
y~ 
~o~itmcnt  J.l50  1.150  .1:250  ·1.250  1.250  '1.250  7.300 
app.r9J?~"ia.tions  --
Pq)ml.:nt  appropri~tions 
l999  0.9()0 
.,  .. 
0.9Q9 
200G  o.iso  0.800  1.130 
I 
2001  0.270  0.960  1.23Q_ 
20Q2  p.29,0  0.960  '1.250 
2003.  0.290.  0.9(}0  1.250 
2004.  0.290  1.250  1.540 
an~ suqsequellt YeaTS 
-
Total  1.15{)  l.f50  1.250  1.250  L250' 
0  .. 
"1.2:50  -_T30p··· 
.  \, 
)([_ 8,  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURF:S 
All  contracts,  agreements  and  legal  comrnit.nents  conch.idt:J  b;::tween  the 
Corr.mi!Jic-;;  c-nd  the -beneficiarie~ of paymer.~s allow  f(;r  ch"!cks  ;n  sftu  by  the 
Co:·n::1i~sio~ a:-trl :he Court of  Auditors. Moreover, the  r~dpif!nt; of aid  !r:  re~pec~ of 
act!ons a;e o0Eg~d to s~1bmit financial reports anrl  accou~ts \vh.i-:h  are analysed both 
from  th-::  point  of view of contents and  from  the  point  of view  of eligibility  of 
experaii~ure in  acccraance with the objective of Corr.rm.mity  fin::i:~i:-:g  s.:-~d- t~king 
dut:!  a~coum of  ihe contractual o!>ligativn:> and efficient financial.managemcnt.-
9.  COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
9.1.  Spedfk and quantified objectives; target population 
The aim of the decision is to p:omote European pathways for work-linked training 
and  apprenticeship,  ref~rred  to  as  "European  pathways",  and  to. provide  the 
recipients of these "European pathways" a  document  or a  record of achievement 
known as "EUROPASS". In addition the following objectives are also envisaged: 
I.  Establish  the  general  and  common  principles. of quality  in  respect  of the 
implementation  of the  European  pathways  for  work-linked  training  and 
apprenticeship (the "European  .. pathways"). 
2.  Set up  (design,  produce and disseminate) a European attestation (kno\\ln as  · 
"EUROPASS'')"for the beneficiaries of  such "European pathways". 
3.  Set up a sysferr. of information and coordination in  close co-'ljLinction  with the 
national authorities and the social partners. 
4.  Make  the  different  players  involved  in  work-linked  tram:ng  and 
apprenticeship, aware of the organization of  the "European pathways", taking 
care to ensure the widest possible dissemination of the  results,  partk;ularly as 
regards the "EUROPASS".  . 
5.  Bring  about  profitable exchanges between  the  different  players· involved  in 
- work-linked training and apprenticeship, on the best way of implementing the 
Community arrangements. 
Experience with action programmes such as Leonardo da Vinci and  Socrates would 
suggest that in  a full  year some 100 000 young people \\ill become involved every 
year in these "European pathways".  -
The target population of the action includes on a voluntary·basis all  young people 
following  work-linked  training.  particularly  through  apprenticeship,  i.e. a  type of 
training  which,  as  described  in  Article  2(a) of the  Decision,  features  "vocational 
training  leading  to  a  diploma  or  a  qualification  recognized . by  the  competent 
authorities  of the  Member  State  concerned  and  involving  structured  periods. of 
work-linked  training  in  a  training  establishment  including universities  and  in  a 
company as separate and complementary places oftraining". 
19 I .. 
While  direct  aid  ·for  the·  mobility  . oC young  people  undertaking·  these 
"European pathways~·  ·.  will  come  from.·· existing  Community  programmes·  and 
initiatives (particularly the Leonardo da Vinci programme) as far as resources allow 
and· in  accordance. with. the  specific,  procedures of'lhese programmes.  this action. 
needs to  be  bolstered  by  the  setting  i.lp  of a  network of mutual  information  and  I 
coordination.  · 
h  should' be  noted  however  that  the. general  arid  common  principles  for- the 
· ·"European pathways" for  work-linked training and apprenticeship  ~pecified by this 
qecision does not  limit  itself,  only to  the  pathways used by those benefiting from 
eommunity aid on mobility in vocationil.l training. this also covers, the young mobile 
relevant to  the  other  initiatives  notably  bilateral .  examples  such.  as ·the  recent· 
agreement between France and Germany  .. : 
9  .. 2:  · Grounds for the operat.on 
The  actions  stemming  from  the  current  : decision  of  Parliament  and 
the  Council. resulting  notably  in  the·  intermediate  evaluation  of·  the 
Leonardo da Vinci  Programme (COM(97)  ~99 final) which were produced by  the 
Commission .  based  on  the .reports  of all  Member  States  which  emphasised  th~ 
necessity for the reinforcement for transnational mobility underlined also that the full 
impact of such mobility 'on training and work-linked training required the fuller and. 
·  ·great~r integration of the perio_ds of  training undertaken ih  other Member States in 
·  t.he initial training period.  · · 
The actions will support the implementation of a  policy  for  vocational-training at_  · · 
Community level within the meaning of Article 127 of the Treaty. While respecting 
the specific  co~petences of the Member States with regard to the organization. of 
vocational training, the Community action intends:  · 
*' 
* ·  .. 
to establish  a  reference framework  for certain common  and  general  quality 
principles for the implementation of  the "European pathways;,. and. 
to enhance the transparency and internal consistency of  the actions undertaken 
by  and  among the  players. involved  in  vocational· training  at ·all  levels  by 
introducing a document called "EUROPASS".  ··  ·  ·  · 
These  two  -lines  of action  respect  the  principle  of sl!-bsidiarity  as  required  by 
·the T.reaty.  . 
Actions undertaken - often on a bilateral basis - by the Member States on their own · 
·.initiative, and transnational exchange and placement programmes undertaken as part 
of the  Community  progrimtmes  and  initiatives  (particularly  Strands. I  and  II  of 
Leonardo  da Vinci) .delineate. a  general_  framework  wi~hin.  ~hich the  "European 
pathways"  will  be  implemented  at  the  Community  l~vel  in  accordance  with  the 
general and common quality principles and for which the "EUROPASS" documents 
will be produc~d. In other words, the provisions of  the decision proposed boost the 
impact of  similar actions but do not entail any duplication. 
.  . 
The introduction of "European pathways".·  within the quality conditions defined  in 
the decision and of  the '·EUROPASS" will not only  strength~n the dimension of 
·work-linked training in  Community placement and exchange  programmes~ but will also h=ip to  ~0os~ the  developn~ent of \.v·ork-linkec training and apprer<.:>!:::hip m tJ·,·: 
. ~  le:r.ber  s~a•es. ty imrodudng the:-e1n a Et;f:)Oi:2.n dimensill:1  . 
Ttle  operzti.:~n prop•) Sed  is  in  lin~ with  the expe::tat:ons of the  ~h;mber  s~ati!S aild 
folk•v:s· or.  fr&ir.  the rlecl&ratio'13 ofse\:eral Europ~ar CoJncil  mce:!,~gs stres:;;;:g :he 
im·p.J:-t?:.nce 0f  appr~~tic~·,ship for employment and of inves!ment in h!2rr-sn  :-esourc{:5. 
Cf:::Jice_ of  ways and mear.s 
\\  1.ile  the  cost  of designing  the  "EUROP ASS''  document  .\vill  be  bOrne 
entirely  by  the  Conmiission  (using  a  procedure  which  involves  a call  for 
tenders),  the  other  actions _needed  for  implementing  the  deci~ion  will  be 
covered  by  subsidies  ....  ..t~·,:..:h  imi)ty  CJ-fi.<an:i!;.g  by  the  oper~tors concerned. 
· Tilis  natur~dly  app~ies to  the  conferences  to  launch  the ·venture  and  raise 
awareness - except  for  the two  Ccmmunity level  conferences ,wh:ch  v~·i!l  be 
entirely funded by  th~ Cornrn!ssion.  It also concerns support for,tlfe settir.g up 
cf a network of infonnaticn ar.d  coordination, the  ~xperts' studies and  work 
envisaged to. accompany the  introduction of the arrangement paid  for  by  the 
Commis,sion  in  full  respect  of the  rules  governing  contracts  tor shidies  and  · 
work by consultants. 
·  9.3.  Monitoring and evaluation of the operation 
_  1n  accordar:cc  with  Articie  7  of the  decisicn;  the  Commission  wi!l  ensure  the 
mo:1ito:ing  and  implementation of the decision and  will  carry out ·  2n  ev·aluation  of 
progress achieved.  It will theref.ore take the action needed for this, particularly with 
.. a  view to the evaluation report which has to be submitted. 
Performa:rce 11nd impact indicfltnrs 
Several general and specific indicators ·will be taken into account for assessing 
the implementation ofthe decisi_c:m:  · 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
number_ of "European 'pathways'' and "EUROPASS" do;:uments issued 
(in absolute and relative value in relation to the number of  young peop!e 
undergoing work-linked training and apprenticeship) 
level of  educati.on and training of the recipients 
sectors covered 
failur~ rate of  the actions undertaken 
average duration ofthe"European _pathways" 
transnational  flows  of ·beneficiaries  of  "European  p-athways''  (by 
Member State and across Member States), etc. 
~} .. r""'-·  •  ·"~"  •  •.•  .  •  • 
·Ddails ·and  frequen~y  :Of plilitited iij,aluatiilns 
Aiticte 7 qt ·the  ciecision  stipuiat~s that  -a  preliminary  e·vatuation _report  on  . 
·:·- ~  ...  ~  •  •  :  •  - •  •  •  .  ·.  .••  •  - ~  •  :  •"  - .  : .  •  ••  ., ••  ~  .  •:  •  .  ._  - •  .  ':"i  •. "'"' •.  ;, ..  -- r-
p~O'greSS Will  b~  -prepared  for the (trst  tune three years a'ft'er  the ·adoptlo'n of 
. this decisi'O'n ·and :eveiy.'threefears thereafter.  · 
.  . 
i'O.  :AoMI'Nisi'.Ul'i\/t'  ·EXPENDITURE  (PART 
GE.NERA'i. ·BUDGET) 
·'. 
A,·  'sF:cTION .  Ill 
..  .  ' 
OF  . THE 
.  .  '  I  .  .  .  ,·  ,  .  .  '  ·.  ·.  •. j  . _'  .  .  •~  .  . •  .  ;  • •  - .  ,•..  .·  . '  ,  .  .  .  .  '  .  ."  ~  :: 
. This s_i!C-'tiim (?f'lhe-.fiita!lciah'tatem,i!fitmust'he  .~enf:lo DGs /XaliiJXIX; JJCi IX.ii'i/1 
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. Actu-al  ~ssemb.ly  of 'the  ·adlriinistrative  resources  ·needed  wil'l . stem  from  'the 
Commi'S'siojt's  annual  deCisi<)n  :on tlie  'ailoc~t~on 'of resou'rces,  taking  iit'to 'accqunt ·  · 
'illi~r ·alia the_ ;a;dditiorial  staff and  amounts  which  wilt 'have bdm agreed to. by the" 
hudgetiiy autho'rity.  ·  ·  · 
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· resources  resources 
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: 'or t~:mpoiiry · 's  1 
·agents  C  'I 
Other  :resources 
· -Totar  '2  .. : .  .·  .  . '_2 t 0.2.  Overall financial impact of additional human resources 
(in ECU) 
Amounts  Method of  calculation 
Officials 
Temporary agents 
' 
Other resources (specify 
budget heading) 
Total 
The amounts must express the total cost  of  additional posts  for the toial duration of 
the operation if  the latter has a fixed time scale, for 12 months if  the duration is 
notfixed  · 
10.3.  Increase in other operational expenditure arising from the operation . 
. (in ECU) 
Budget heading  Amounts  Method of  calCulation 
(Number and descriptio~) 
A  '2500  meetings  and  62 550  3  annual  meetings . of  the  national 
general conferences  experts.  and  social  partners 
·C  group,  i.e.  30  experts  at  ECU. 
695  =  695x30  experts  x3 
meetings= ECU 62 550 
Total  62 550 
the amounts must correspond to the total c:xp(mditure for tht:  operation lf  it is  (~f . 
fixed duration or the expenditure for I 2 months !f  the duratioi1 is no/fixed. IMPACT STATEMENTFORSi\.-JEs 
I  mp.act  of the propo.sal  on the business environment with particular· effect on  small  and 
medium-sized enterprises' (SMEs) .  ·  ·  · 
Title of  the proposal 
_  Proposal for a Cpuncil Decision on t~e prorn'otion of  European pathways for work-linked  · 
traihin&. including apprenticeship  , 
Reference. number of  the document: XX:XX 
The proplJsa/ 
i.  Taking  account  of the  principle  of subsidiarity. ·why  is  Community  legislation 
necessary in this domain and what a~e its principal objectives? 
The  proposal  is  presented  in  the  framework  of the  general· guidelines  of the' 
· Commission's White Paper ,;Teaching and Learning - towards the learning society" 
(COM(9S) 590 ·final)  which t:mderlined  the· necessity of strengthening investment in 
qualifications and competences and  the strategic nature of work-l,inked. training in 
this perspective_  · 
It is also presented in the perspective of  the Green Paper ~'Obstacles to transnational 
mobility of  persons in training'' (COM(96)462 final)  · 
Work  which  the  Commission  is  taking ·.  forward,  and  rietably ·  .the 
.recent Communication.  on  the  develop.ment  of- apprenticeship · in  ·Europe 
(COM(97) 300. final) · show  that  there  is  interest  ·in  work-linked  training 
(indu_ding apprenticeship) as a ~ay of improving the integration. of young people 
into working life.  . ·  · 
-·  .. 
The.  proposal  aims  to  promote  European  pathways  for  work-linked  training 
and apprenticeship. ·  . 
The  approach  proposed  .by  ·the  Commission,  without  interfering  in  with  the 
responsibilities of Me.:;,ber  States,  concerns the  content and  orga~ization of their 
·education and training systems and aims to:-
identify  and  define  general  and  common  principles  of· quality  which 
should apply  to  p~riods. of training  undertaken  iri · another  Member  State 
{"European Pathways") which support and enrich the training followed.in.the 
origin~l Member State, 
ensure that the "European Pathways"  forq1  an integral  part  of the trairiing 
followed in the original Member State and that-they meet generat a!ld common .. 
principles of  quality and that their completion is recognized in such as way as 
.  to allow better.transparency and greater vi_sibility,  .  .  . organize for  the setting up of the  these 
11European  Pathways"  the  required 
coordination  and  promotion  measures  at  ·Community  level  in  close 
cooperation  with  Member  States  including  the  social  partners  at  different 
·levels whose responsibilities in this area are recognized. 
Its operational content corresponds to the provisions of Article  I 27  of the Treaty 
and to the powers to act which these confer on the Commission. 
2.  Who will be affected by the proposal? · 
I 
The Decision does not include any discriminatory measures for different sectors or 
sizes of  enterprises.  · 
The size of the enterprise not being a criterion, the Decision is as  relevant to small 
and  medium-sized  enterprises (SMEs) as  it  is  to large  companies; ·but  it  can  be 
~ssumed that  the  number of SMEs concerned  will  be quite  high  as  they  have  a 
particularly active role in work-linked training and  appr~nticeship. 
The spread of training activities over a wide range of economic sectors is  in fact · 
dependent on SMEs, whose role is extremely important in the area of  job creation 
and  whose  involvement  is  of  fundamental  importance  to  the  future·  of. 
apprenticeship.  In  Germany for ·example,  more than  half of those undertaking  an 
apprenticeship are found in enterprises employing less than 50 persons. 
3.  What measures should enterpnses take in order to conform to the proposal? 
The  proposal  foresees  that  the· setting .up  of this  system  is  based  on  the  close 
cooperation between· the original organizations where training takes places and  the 
host organizations.  Amongst the latter, enterprises and notably SME~  will  represent 
a significant proposition.  .  · 
The _basic  precondition  is  that  the 
11European  Pathways"  are  integrated  into  the 
training followed by the young beneficiaries -the p'racticalities of  the integration i_s  a 
· matter  for  Mer:nber  States  ..  This system· will  be based  on  a  set  of defined  and 
common  critena.  Enterprises  should  therefore  make  sure  that  the  general  and 
common principles of quality,  in tenns of the content and objectives as well as the ' 
practicalities of implementation (notably with regard to pedagogical follow-up  and 
evaluation procedures) are respected.  · 4.- What economic effects is the proposa! likely to have" 
(a)  On_ emplciyment 
Apprenticeship  improves  employment prospects;  unemployment  tends  to  be 
lower  than average  in  young  people  who  have  successfully  ~ompleted an 
apprenticeship.  For  exampie,  in  the  Irish  apprenticeship ·system,  rates  of 
placement  of 95  to  I  00%  have  been  recorded .. The  importance  of work 
experience in  an enterprise has been confirmed  i_n  the new German  Lander.  It  , 
ha_s. been  shown  that  directly  after  the  end  of training  three  quarters  of. 
apprentices who  have been_trained within an enterprise go into a job  wherea~ . 
only  19% were unemployed.·  ·  ·  · 
-The  promotion  of European pathways should  allow  young  .. people  to  gain  a 
.  wider rarige of  skills· in  the context  of different  working epvironments  at  all 
levels.  As  most  enterprises are  looking  for  adaptable  workers;·  transnational 
· experience  as  recognized  by  th~  "European· Pathways"  will  present  an 
·additional enhancement of  the young person's experience in this perspective. 
Opportunities for finding work should be significantly strengthened by this.  .  .  . 
· (b)  On investment and. creating new enterprises 
One  of the  objectives  sought  is  the  transformatiGn  o(  enterprises  and  the 
· creation  of new  enterpris~s. Apprenticeship  has  always  been  a particularly  · 
eftective  way  of transforming  enterprises,  notably  in_ the  craft  industry.  Its· 
significance should  be. underlined  because  the  time  at  which  an  enterprise is 
transformed  is also  a time  of detailed  analysis  of their  chance~ of survival. 
_  With  the  extension  of \v·ork,.linked  training  to  higher  levels  of qualificati~n 
together  with  the .recognition- oft  raining  experience· in  different  social  an'd 
economic contexts, efforts are beir1g made to  progress beyond the level of the 
craft industry to inClude SMEs  The training of production engineers by means 
of  apprenticeship is being taken forward wit,h this in mind. 
·.  (c)  .The competitiveness of  enterprises . 
- T}1e.  competitiveness  of enterprises  comes  as·· much  from  the  level · of 
- competence  of their  workers  as  from  the  ways  in  which  their . work  is 
·organized. The discovery of different systems for working and the capacity to-··· 
work in multi-cultural milieu should develop_ the all-round level of  expertise of 
amongst ·that  part  of the  workforc·e  which  has  benefited  from  pe-riods  of 
training in  e~terprises in other Member States . 
.J 5.  , I  )o~,:s .t.hc  .Pf1>pQs~l.  q>_n_t~!J!  ~tn.Y.. !Tleas~.:~s.~~w..hi.c;;~  ..  ~if!l.JQ  .t~ke_tiJ.tQ  ..  ~~~Q_tt.m t_h_g  __  ~Q.t;ci.tic;; 
~!uation of  small and medium-sized enterprises (Special conditions etc ... )? 
'The proposal does not discriminate according to the size of  enterprises and· so does 
not  contain  any  specific  measures  for  SMEs.  However  ..  as  a  number. of SMEs 
accommodate  young. people  in  the  context  of work-linked  training .. and  notably 
. apprenticeship. it is appropriate to give particular attention to the case of SMEs  in 
the  follow-up  process  iri  view  of the reports  planned  to  examine the effects  of 
specific measures.  ~  ' 
Consultation 
6.  ·  List  of organizations which  have been  consulted on  the proposal and  summary  of 
their main points of  view  J 
The  Advisory  Committee  on  Vocational  Training  (ACVT).  a  statutory tripartite 
-body· created  by  a Council  Decision,  was  formally  consulted  (29  October  1997). 
Apart from this the initiative which is the subject of  this proposal was considered by 
the  informal  group  of Directors-General  of Vocational  Training  and  that  of the 
Directors~General_ of  Employment (20-21  October 1  997).  · 
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